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Abstract
Embedded in achievement goal theory (Ames, 1992; Meece, Anderman & Anderman, 2006), this study examined how perceptions of coach and peer motivational climate in youth sport predicted moral attitudes, emotional well-being, and indices of behavioral investment in a sample of British adolescents competing in regional leagues. Adopting a longitudinal perspective, measures were taken at the middle and the end of a sport season, as well as at the beginning of the following season. Multilevel modeling analyses showed that perceptions of task-involving peer and coach climates were predictive of more adaptive outcomes compared to perceptions of ego-involving peer and coach climates. Predictive effects differed as a function of time and outcome variable under investigation. The results indicate the importance of considering peer influence in addition to coach influence when examining motivational climate in youth sport.
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A Longitudinal Examination of Coach and Peer Motivational Climates in Youth Sport: 
Implications for Moral Attitudes, Well-Being, and Behavioral Investment 

Organized out-of-school activities are important contexts that help young people negotiate salient developmental tasks and acquire important skills and competencies (Mahoney, Larson, Eccles, & Lord, 2005). Youth sport is one such context, representing one of the most pervasive and popular free-time activities for boys, and an increasingly popular option for girls in the US and other Western countries (Duda & Ntoumanis, 2005; Kaestner & Xu, 2006). The developmental literature underscores the central role that positive relationships with non-familial individuals can have in reducing negative behaviors (e.g., DuBois & Silverthorn, 2005) and facilitating positive developmental experiences (e.g., Peterson, 2004). Participation in organized sport activities has the potential to teach young people many desired attributes (e.g., self-discipline, moral functioning, cooperation, striving for success) and help them experience psychological well-being (Duda & Ntoumanis, 2005). However, whether such important outcomes are realized is to a large extent dependent on the type of influence exerted by social-environmental factors (e.g., adults and peers). The purpose of this paper is to examine coach and peer influence in youth sport by adopting an achievement goal theory perspective (Ames, 1992; Nicholls, 1989). Specifically, the paper examines how adolescents’ perceptions of the psychological environments created by their coach and peers predict over time their moral attitudes, emotional well-being and ill-being, and their behavioral investment in their sport. 

Coach and Peer Motivational Climate in Youth Sport 

The achievement goal theory perspective has been one of the most widely employed conceptual frameworks to study motivation in achievement contexts such as school and sport (Meece et al., 2006; Pintrich 2000). Drawing from a social-cognitive view of motivation, achievement goal theorists argue that understanding variations in behavioral investment, performance, psychological well-being, and affective responses in achievement contexts requires the study of the criteria individuals employ to judge competence and success. The theory focuses on both individual achievement goals (for variations in the conceptualization and operationalization of such goals see Nicholls, 1989; Elliot & Church, 1997) and the social context or goal structures that shape such individual goals (Ames, 1992).
The present study focuses on perceptions of goal structures (also called “motivational climate”; Ames, 1992) in the competitive environment of youth sport. Research in this context has predominantly examined the role of coaches in creating task- and ego-involving goal climates (Duda & Balaguer, 2007). In a task-involving climate the coach emphasizes and rewards individual improvement and effort, offers task variety that matches different ability levels, encourages athletes to take leadership roles and make decisions, and creates heterogeneous ability-based groups that promote cooperation and interaction. In contrast, in an ego-involving climate the coach evaluates and rewards on the basis of normative/comparative ability, encourages inter-individual comparison, forms homogeneous groups based on ability levels, and discourages athlete initiative (Ntoumanis & Biddle, 1999). Since the early 90s an extensive amount of empirical evidence has been accumulated to demonstrate that a coach task-involving climate, compared to an ego involving climate, is linked to more adaptive behavioral patterns and more positive cognitive and emotional responses among athletes from a variety of competitive levels and cultures (for a review, see Duda & Balaguer, 2007).

The literature to date in education and sport has mainly focused on adult-created (e.g., coaches and teachers) motivational climate. The potential of peers to transmit task-involving and ego-involving motivational cues has been largely overlooked. This is surprising given that developmental work shows that from late childhood onwards peer influence becomes increasingly important. Wentzel (1999) reviewed evidence in the educational domain which shows that the larger peer group exerts a significant influence on children’s motivation, greater than that exerted by dyadic friendships. For example, through cooperative learning activities peers hold each other accountable for certain behaviors, such as offering help and sharing knowledge and expertise. Such behaviors are often encountered in a task-involving climate where students engage in cooperative learning (Ames & Archer, 1988). Furthermore, Wentzel argued that peers specify sets of goals that they would like and expect each other to achieve and which are related to peer approval. The role of peers in affecting children’s achievement motivation was also highlighted by Pintrich, Conley, and Kemple (2003). These authors argued that when working toward specific task goals in the classroom, students’ achievement goals can be influenced through interactions with peers who may have a “distinct approach” from their teacher toward engaging in the task. Pintrich et al.
suggested that researchers should examine how peers evoke goals that are distinct from those encouraged by the teacher. The aforementioned achievement goal theory literature sits well with several developmental theories which consider peer environments and their impact on adolescent development. For instance, Vygotsky’s (1978) social development theory proposes that growth is optimal when a cooperative peer environment exists. Social learning theory advocates that adolescents obtain competence-based information by comparing their own performance to that of their peers (e.g., Bandura, 1989). Lastly, Sullivan’s (1953) psychiatric view of interpersonal relationships highlights peer relationships as the central mechanism through which adolescents’ cooperative and competitive skills are developed.

In sport, Harwood and Swain (2001) examined the distinct influence of coaches, parents, peers, and the tennis national governing body on the development of achievement goals of young elite British tennis players. Using interviews, the authors identified a higher order theme which they called “ego-oriented attitudes of peer group”. This theme referred to the excessive emphasis placed by peers on winning. Another higher order theme identified in this study was of a task-involving nature and referred to peer emphasis on skill development and refinement. Harwood and Swain concluded that it is important for researchers to appraise the importance of each significant social agent (including peers) and to measure their independent influence on young athletes’ motivation-related responses.

Vazou, Ntoumanis, and Duda (2006) examined whether peer motivational climate can contribute to the prediction of important motivational experiences of young athletes. Specifically, they were interested to investigate whether, similar to a coach-created climate, a task-involving peer motivational climate would be a better predictor of adaptive motivational outcomes associated with sport participation compared to an ego-involving peer climate. They were also interested to examine whether peer motivational climate can predict these motivational outcomes controlling for the predictive effects of coach climate. Regression analyses showed that perceived task-involving peer climate was the only predictor of physical self-worth. In contrast, perceived ego-involving coach climate emerged as the only predictor of trait anxiety. Enjoyment was positively predicted by peer and, to a lesser extent, coach task-involving motivational climates. These results provided initial, albeit cross-sectional, evidence to suggest that assessing coach motivational climate is not
sufficient when examining the contextual motivational environment in youth sport, as peers can also be important sources of influence.

However, to date there have been no longitudinal investigations of the effects of coach and peer climate on a range of diverse outcomes in youth sport. This study aimed to address this void in the literature by examining, over a period of one year, how perceptions of coach and peer motivational climate predicted moral attitudes, emotional well-being, and indices of behavioral investment in a sample of British adolescents competing in regional leagues. These concepts have been highlighted as key components of successful growth within widely accepted developmental frameworks and empirical research. For example, positive moral values are an important developmental asset associated with adaptive youth behavior (Benson, 1997). Emotional well-being has also been cited as an important predictor of positive adolescent development (Park, 2004). Finally, investment over time toward a valued goal is a fundamental youth experience necessary for the development of initiative (Larson, 2000).

Moral attitudes, Emotional Well-being and Behavioral Investment in Youth Sport

Developing a sense of morality and instilling positive values in adolescents is a major political and social objective. Sport is widely assumed to play a significant role in this process by providing a context for learning important virtues (e.g., loyalty, fairness) and resolving moral conflicts (Shields & Bredemeier, 2007). However, a growing body of empirical literature indicates that sport participation does not automatically lead to character development. In fact, the social environment in which an athlete operates can have profound effects on the development of his/her moral functioning (Kavussanu, Roberts, & Ntoumanis, 2002). Perceptions of coach task- and ego-involving climate have been linked in the literature with moral functioning in sport. As Kavussanu et al. (2002) noted, when the coach emphasis within a team is on how an athlete’s ability compares to that of others (i.e., ego-involving climate), the athletes may try to use any means they have to demonstrate high ability, including engaging in inappropriate actions. Thus, a context that encourages intra-team rivalry is likely to facilitate moral dysfunction. For example, Miller, Roberts, and Ommundsen (2005) showed that perceptions of task-involving coach climate were predictive of more mature moral reasoning of soccer-specific moral dilemmas,
whereas perceptions of ego-involving climate were predictive of less mature reasoning and the legitimatization of injurious act scenarios.

Perceptions of task- and ego-involving coach climate have also been related to indices of emotional and physical well/ill-being. Coach preoccupation with winning in an ego-involving coaching context may be accompanied by a lack of concern not only for opponents (i.e., low moral functioning) but also for his/her own players’ well-being. Indeed studies have shown that variations in perceived coach-created motivational climate can predict whether sport participation can be facilitative or damaging to athletes’ welfare. For example, in a sample of junior elite winter sport athletes, Lemyre, Hall, and Roberts (2008) showed that perceptions of a task-involving coach climate at the beginning of a sport season were negative predictors of self-reported burnout (i.e., physical and emotional exhaustion, reduced sense of accomplishment, sport devaluation) at the end of that season. The opposite pattern of relations was found between perceptions of coach ego-involving climate and burnout. These findings seem to extend also to peer motivational climate as similar relations between task- and ego-involving peer climate and burnout were reported by Smith, Gustafsson, and Hassmén (2010). Lastly, Reinboth and Duda (2006) found positive concurrent and prospective relationships between perceptions of task-involving coaching climate and feelings of subjective vitality, an indicator of eudaimonic well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2001).

Variations in contextual emphasis on task- and ego-involving criteria for competence and success have also been linked with indicators of behavioral investment in youth sport. In a 2-year investigation of persistence among elite young judokas, Le Bars, Gernigon, and Ninot (2009) reported that those who dropped out from national training centers, compared to those who persisted, perceived their coaches and peers as less task-involving and had higher intentions to drop out. This finding makes conceptual sense as a task-involving climate has been linked to a variety of positive psychological experiences in sport which are likely to foster sustained involvement over time (for a review, see Duda & Balaguer, 2007). A task-involving coach climate has also been associated with higher levels of self-reported effort as well as athlete effort rated by the coach (Vazou et al., 2006).

Aims and Hypotheses
Spanning a period of one year, the aim of the present study was to examine how perceptions of task- and ego-involving climate, created by both coaches and peers, predict indices of moral attitudes, emotional well-being, and behavioral investment in youth sport. Intra-individual changes, as well as inter-individual and inter-team mean differences in perceptions of motivational climate were modeled as predictor variables. Exploring the different levels of analysis is important because they represent different types of association (i.e., within-person, between-person and between teams).

We hypothesized that changes in perceptions of task-involving climate (ego-involving climate) would be positively (negatively) associated with changes in pro-social moral attitudes, emotional well-being, and behavioral investment. Negative (positive) relationships were hypothesized between changes in perceptions of task (ego)-involving climate and antisocial moral attitudes and ill-being. We expected that perceptions of both coach and peer climate (task- and ego-involving) would emerge as independent complimentary predictors although we did not hypothesize which outcome variable will be predicted by perceptions of each significant other, due to the dearth of research comparing coach and peer motivational climate.

In addition to examining intra-individual changes, we also investigated whether inter-individual mean differences and inter-team mean differences in perceptions of motivational climate could predict inter-individual/inter-team mean differences in the outcome variables. We made similar hypotheses for inter-individual and inter-team differences. In other words, we expected that higher mean scores on task (ego)-involving perceptions of coach and peer climate would positively (negatively) relate to pro-social attitudes, emotional well-being, and behavioral investment. In contrast, higher mean scores on task (ego)-involving climate perceptions of coach and peer climate were expected to be negatively (positively) associated with antisocial moral attitudes and ill-being.

**Method**

**Participants and Procedure**

The participants were adolescent athletes aged between 12-16 years from three team sports: soccer, basketball and rugby union. We chose to sample participants over the age of 12 years because there is developmental literature to suggest that at around that age, involvement in youth sport is at its peak (e.g., Telama & Young, 2000), peer influence is
salient (Weiss & Stuntz, 2004), and young people are able to fully understand ego-involving criteria for success (Nicholls, 1989) and thus are able to differentiate between a task- and an ego-involving motivational climate. Although no statistics on ethnicity were collected, the vast majority of the sample was of a White British background. On average, athletes spent about 3 hours per week training in their club \( M = 2.88; \ SD = 1.49 \) and competed in regional leagues. About half of the participants had four or more years of competitive experience in their sport. Data were collected from this sample at three time points: middle of competitive season \( n = 267; \) female \( n = 45 \), end of competitive season \( n = 233; \) female \( n = 53 \), and beginning of new season \( n = 149; \) female \( n = 20 \). The number of participating sport clubs at each time point were 24, 23 and 19, respectively. The drop in the number of participating clubs at the last time point was due to closures resulting from financial recession and the refusal of one club to participate in the last round of data collection.

The first time point was at mid-season to ensure that there was adequate time for a motivational climate to have been established on each team (Smith, Fry, Ethington, & Li, 2005). Aligned with previous longitudinal studies on perceived motivational climate (e.g., Boyce, Gano-Overway, & Campbell, 200), we also obtained measures within the last month of the competitive season. The third wave of measurement was at the beginning of the new competitive season because we were interested to ascertain whether athletes who stated at the end of the previous season that they intended to compete for the same club in the following season would actually act on their intentions. Eventually we were not able to test this for a number of reasons, as we explain in the limitations section of the Discussion.

Another reason why we chose to have the last measurement wave at the beginning of the following season and not later on (e.g., middle of season) was because we did not want to have a very large imbalance in the length of the intervals among the three assessments as this could introduce analytical complications.

The study received ethical approval from a British University. All participants were treated according to APA ethics guidelines regarding consent, confidentiality, and anonymity of responses. Informed consent was also obtained from coaches and parents. Data collection took place at the clubs in group settings under the supervision of trained research assistants. Questionnaires were matched over time using a coding system to protect anonymity.
Measures

**Peer motivational climate.** The Peer Motivational Climate in Youth Sport Questionnaire (Peer MCYSQ; Ntoumanis & Vazou, 2005) taps perceptions of task- and ego-involving peer climate in youth sport. The scale includes 5 subscales that are subsumed into two higher order factors (Task-involving climate: improvement, relatedness support, effort; Ego-involving climate: intra-team competition, intra-team conflict). The scale includes 21 items that follow the stem “On this team, most athletes…” Responses are indicated on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Example items are: “. . .look pleased when they do better than their teammates” (ego-involving) and “. . .encourage their teammates to try their hardest” (task-involving). In a series of three validation studies, Ntoumanis and Vazou (2005) showed that the Peer MCYSQ has satisfactory internal reliabilities and both five-factor and hierarchical model solutions have good fit to the data. For the purposes of this study, we used the two global task- and ego-involving factors in our multilevel regressions.

**Coach motivational climate.** The Motivational Climate for Youth Sports Questionnaire (MCSYS; Smith, Cumming, & Smoll, 2008) provides an age-appropriate measure of coach-created motivational climate in youth sport. The scale has 12 items and two factors (i.e., ego-involving and task-involving coach climate). Responses are indicated on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all true) to 5 (very true). Example items are: “The coach pays most attention to the best players” (ego-involving), and “The coach says that all of us are important to the team’s success” (task-involving). Smith et al. (2008) reported acceptable levels of internal reliability and factorial validity for the MCSYS.

**Moral attitudes.** We measured four factors (12 items in total), first used together by Lee, Whitehead, Ntoumanis, and Hatzigeorgiadis (2008), to tap prosocial and antisocial attitudes in youth sport. Prosocial attitudes were measured by commitment toward participation (e.g., “It is important to me to be present at all practices”), and respect for conventions (e.g., “When I lose, I congratulate the opponent whoever he or she is”). These subscales were taken from the Multidimensional Sportspersonship Orientation Scale (MSOS; Vallerand, Brière, Blanchard, & Provencher, 1997). Antisocial attitudes were measured with acceptance of cheating (e.g., “I would cheat if I thought it would help me win.”) and acceptance of gamesmanship (e.g., “It’s a good idea to upset your opponents”),
taken from the Attitudes to Moral Decision-making in Youth Sport Questionnaire (AMDYSQ; Lee, Whitehead, & Ntoumanis, 2007). Responses to all subscales were provided on a five-point scale (i.e., 1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree). Lee et al. (2007) and Vallerand et al. (1997) have provided support for the internal consistency and factorial validity of the MSOS and the AMDYSQ.

**Emotional well-/ill-being.** We used the subjective vitality scale (SVS; Ryan & Frederick, 1997) and the Athlete Burnout Questionnaire (ABQ; Raedeke & Smith, 2007) to tap athletes’ well-being and ill-being, respectively. The six-item SVS was employed to assess the extent to which players felt alive and energetic in their daily lives over the preceding month (e.g., “I felt I had a lot of energy”). Responses were provided on a seven-point scale (i.e., 1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). The ABQ has three subscales and taps reported emotional/physical exhaustion, reduced sense of accomplishment, and devaluation of the sport experience. The three subscales can be averaged to provide an overall measure of perceived burnout (e.g., “I feel so tired from training that I have trouble finding energy to do other things”). Participants responded to the ABQ on a five-point scale (i.e., 1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree). Research has supported the construct validity as well as the internal reliability of both these scales (e.g., Cresswell & Eklund, 2006; Gagné, Ryan, & Bargmann, 2003).

**Intention/behavioral investment.** The athletes’ intention to return to their club in the following sport season was measured once, at the end of the previous sport season (i.e., second time point in our data collection). Two items were used, adapted from Ntoumanis (2005), to measure such intentions (e.g., “I intend to play my sport in this club next season”), using a seven-point response scale (i.e., 1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). We also asked the coach of each of the participating clubs to rate each of their athlete’s levels of effort over the previous three months using a 5-point scale (1= no effort at all; 5= exceptionally high levels of effort). Adapting a similar scale used by Ntoumanis, the coaches were instructed to base their ratings on how hard their athletes had tried to improve their skills and whether they had given their best when training and competing.

**Data Analysis**

Multilevel modeling using the MLwiN software (version 2.10; Rashbash, Steele, Browne, & Goldstein, 2009) was employed to explore the study hypotheses. This method
was used because each time measurement of a variable was nested within each individual, and the latter was nested within each team. Multilevel modeling accounts for this hierarchical structure by creating separate equations at each level of analysis (i.e., intra-individual, inter-individual, and inter-team levels in this study). Moreover, multilevel models are particularly useful in longitudinal studies with missing data, as in the present study, because an equal number of observations for all participants is not necessary (Singer & Willett, 2003). Finally, multilevel modeling allows the effects of individual and group perceptions to be examined simultaneously (Enders & Tofighi, 2007; Lüdtke, Robitzsch, Trautwein, & Kunter, 2009).

We first constructed unconditional growth models (i.e., a time variable was included as the only predictor) to explore the temporal pattern of each study variable (with the exception of intention for which a growth rate could not be established as this variable was measured once). Within these unconditional growth models, the slope parameter for time signifies the average linear change over the course of the study for the whole sample. In addition, the inter-individual variance associated with this slope indicates whether participants differed in their rate of change in the study variables.

To examine the extent to which the peer and coach-created motivational climate predicted the outcome variables, a series of linear conditional growth models (Singer & Willett, 2003) were constructed separately for each outcome variable (except for intentions to continue at the club, because this variable was collected at one time point only). In addition to the linear slope for time (centered at the beginning of the study; i.e., time = 0), the four different facets of the motivational climate (i.e., peer-created task climate, peer-created ego climate, coach-created task climate, and coach-created ego climate) were entered into the Level 1 equation. These variables were centered on each individual’s unique mean over time, which enabled for a pure estimation of the intra-individual effects (Enders & Tofighi, 2007; Lüdtke et al, 2009). As a result, the slope parameters of these variables reflected the extent to which individuals’ time-varying perceptions of the motivational climate predicted the outcome variables at the beginning of the study (because the time variable was centered at this time point). To explore whether this relationship changed significantly over the course of the study, time × predictor interaction terms were also entered into the level 1 equation. If these interaction terms were significant, then the
relationship between the predictor and outcome variable differed across occasions. Significant interactions were interpreted using the Johnson-Neyman technique as applied to multilevel modeling (Curran, Bauer, & Willoughby, 2006). We did not expect the interactions to be significant, as we had no reason to believe that the relationships between individuals’ time-varying perceptions of the motivational climate and the outcome variables will vary at different time points.

Next, individuals’ perceptions of the four motivational climate variables, averaged across time, were entered into the level 2 equation (i.e., the inter-individual level). These variables were centered on each team’s unique mean, therefore, the slope parameters were interpreted as the degree to which individuals’ average perceptions of the motivational climate relative to their teammates’ perceptions predicted the outcome variables at the beginning of the study. We added these mean scores to ensure that our estimates of within-person change at level 1 were not confounded by between-person differences (Raudenbush, & Bryk, 2002). Again, time × predictor interaction terms were entered into the models to examine whether these relationships changed across measurement occasions (no significant interactions were expected).

When examining group environments, as in the present study, it is essential to include group-level predictor variables in the multilevel equations (Lüdtke et al., 2009). Hence, perceptions of the four motivational climate variables were averaged across time and teams, and entered into the Level 3 equation (i.e., the inter-team level). These variables were centered on the overall mean across all teams, therefore, the slope parameters were interpreted as the extent to which team average perceptions of the motivational climate relative to the grand team mean predicted the outcome variables at the beginning of the study. Again, time × predictor interaction terms were entered into the multilevel equations to examine whether these relationships changed across measurement occasions (again, no significant interactions were expected). The peer and coach climate scores were converted into z scores before they were entered into the multilevel equations; thus, their regression coefficients are standardized beta coefficients.

Individuals’ intentions to continue at the sports club were only measured in the middle of the study (i.e., end of season 1), so it was not possible to create a three-level growth model for this outcome variable. Instead, two-level models were created to explore
the relationship between the motivational climate and players’ intentions. Individuals’ perceptions of the four motivational climate variables, centered on each team’s unique mean, were entered into the level 1 equation. At level 2, team average perceptions of the four motivational climate variables, centered on the overall mean, were included.

Finally, as estimates of effect size, $R^2$ values were calculated. These statistics indicate the proportional amount by which errors of prediction have been reduced from the unconditional growth model to the conditional model at the intra-individual ($R^2_1$), inter-individual ($R^2_2$), and inter-team ($R^2_3$) levels.

**Results**

**Descriptive Statistics and Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficients**

Means, standard deviations, and Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for each variable at each time point can be seen in Table 1. All scales demonstrated acceptable internal consistency (i.e., $\alpha > .70$), with the exception of the commitment scale, which showed moderate internal consistency (i.e., $\alpha > .60$). We deemed this acceptable given the relatively few items that comprised the scale. In general, participants reported levels of peer- and coach-created task climate, commitment, respect for conventions, intentions to continue at the club, and vitality above the midpoint of the scale. Participants also reported peer- and coach-created ego climate, and gamesmanship close to the midpoint of the scale. Finally, participants reported levels of burnout and cheating below the midpoint of the scale. Coaches of the players reported levels of player effort close to the midpoint of the scale.

**Temporal Patterns of Change**

The unconditional growth models indicated that the slope parameter for time was significant and negative (indicating a decrease over time) for peer-created ego climate, coach-created task climate, burnout, and coach-rated effort ($\beta = -.10, -.09, -.12, \text{ and } -.24$, respectively; all $p < .05$). On the other hand, the slope parameter for time was significant and positive (indicating an increase over time) for coach-created ego climate ($\beta = .12, p < .05$). No significant temporal changes were found in peer-created task climate, cheating, gamesmanship, commitment, conventions, and vitality ($\beta = .06, .02, -.06, .00, .01, \text{ and } -.09$, respectively; all $p > .05$). However, significant inter-individual variability was observed for vitality ($\sigma^2 = .24, p < .05$), indicating that some participants’ scores changed over time despite the lack of significant average change across the whole sample.
Perceptions of the Motivational Climate as Predictors of the Outcome Variables

Results of the multilevel modeling analyses are shown in Table 2 and are summarized for each outcome variable below.

**Moral Attitudes**

**Cheating.** At level 1, adolescents’ time-varying perceptions of the peer-created task climate negatively predicted cheating at the beginning of the study; however, the significant interaction term indicated that this relationship was not significant at the middle and end of the study. Also, a significant interaction between time and coach-created ego climate revealed that, although the relationship between coach-created ego climate and cheating was not significant at the beginning of the study, a positive relationship existed at the middle and end of the study. Further, this relationship became stronger over the course of the study. At level 2, adolescents’ average perceptions of the coach-created ego climate positively predicted cheating. No significant level 3 relationships were found.

**Gamesmanship.** At level 1, adolescents’ time-varying perceptions of the peer-created task climate negatively predicted gamesmanship at the beginning of the study; however, this relationship was not significant at the middle and end of the study. Also, adolescents’ time-varying perceptions of the peer-created ego climate positively predicted gamesmanship. Third, although the relationship between adolescents’ time-varying perceptions of the coach-created ego climate and gamesmanship was not significant at the beginning of the study, a positive relationship existed at the middle and end of the study. Further, this relationship became stronger over the course of the study. At level 2, adolescents’ average perception of the peer- and coach-created ego climate positively predicted gamesmanship. At level 3, team average perceptions of the peer-created ego climate positively predicted gamesmanship.

**Commitment.** At level 1, adolescents’ time varying perceptions of the coach-created task climate positively predicted, and perceptions of peer-created ego climate negatively predicted changes in commitment. At level 2, adolescents’ average perceptions of the peer- and coach-created task climate positively predicted commitment. No significant level 3 relationships were found.

**Conventions.** No significant relationships were found at level 1. At level 2, adolescents’ average perception of the coach-created task climate positively predicted, and...
perceptions of peer-created ego climate negatively predicted adherence to conventions. At level 3, team average perceptions of the peer-created task and ego climate positively predicted adherence to conventions. Also, a significant interaction between time and team average perceptions of peer-created task climate indicated that the relationship between team average peer-created task climate and adherence to conventions decreased in magnitude over the course of the study and was not significant at the end of the study.

Indices of emotional well-/ill-being

*Burnout.* At level 1, adolescents’ time-varying perceptions of the peer-created task climate negatively predicted burnout. Additionally, although the relationship between time-varying perceptions of the coach-created ego climate and burnout was not significant at the beginning of the study, a positive relationship existed at the middle and end of the study. Further, this relationship became stronger over the duration of the study. At level 2, adolescents’ average perception of the peer-created task climate negatively predicted, and perceptions of the coach-created ego climate positively predicted burnout. At level 3, team average perceptions of the peer-created task climate negatively predicted burnout.

*Vitality.* No significant relationships were found at level 1. At level 2, adolescents’ average perceptions of the peer- and coach-created task climate, as well as coach-created ego climate positively predicted vitality. No significant level 3 relationships were found.

Indices of intention/behavioral investment

*Coach-rated effort.* No significant relationships were found at level 1. At level 2, adolescents’ average perceptions of the peer-created ego climate negatively predicted coach-rated effort. At level 3, team average perceptions of the peer-created task climate positively predicted effort at the beginning of the study, but this relationship was not significant at the middle and end of the study. Also, team average perceptions of the coach-created ego climate positively predicted effort.

*Intentions to continue at the club.* Adolescents’ perceptions of the coach-created task climate positively predicted, and perceptions of the coach-created ego climate negatively predicted intentions. Also, team average perceptions of the coach-created task climate positively predicted intentions.
Range of effect sizes of each level of analysis. At the intra-individual level the $R^2_1$ values ranged from .08 to .34, at the inter-individual level the $R^2_2$ values ranged from .19 to .51, and at the inter-team level the $R^2_3$ values ranged from .44 to .94.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to examine predictors of intra-individual changes, as well as inter-individual and inter-team differences in moral attitudes, emotional well-/ill-being, intentions to continue at the sports club and behavioral investment in youth sport. There is substantial evidence to indicate that engagement in this popular out-of-school context can lead to both positive and negative developmental outcomes (Theokas, 2009). This study shows that task- and ego-involving types of motivational climate in youth sport can be related to variations in the quality of psychological experiences and engagement of young athletes. Further, our study extends previous research by showing that these relationships can be observed over a long period of time (1 year) and with reference to perceived motivational climates created by both coaches and peers. Importantly, the level at which such predictive effects were evident and their duration varied as a function of the variable under investigation.

We looked at the role of coach and peer motivational climate at three levels. The first level examined within-person associations over time, essentially testing whether changes in motivational climate are predictive of changes in the outcomes under investigation. Such changes have not been previously examined in the literature. The second level examined whether average inter-individual differences in perceptions of coach and team climate were predictive of inter-individual differences in the levels of the outcomes under consideration. This type of research question has been extensively pursued in the past literature using ANOVA’s and least squares regression analyses. The third level in our analyses looked at inter-team differences in perceptions of motivational climate and whether such differences are predictive of inter-team differences in the examined outcomes. Such analyses have rarely been conducted in the literature, however, Papaioannou, Marsh, and Theodorakis (2004) underscored the importance of exploring such group-aggregated perceptions of the overall team climate. The effect sizes we obtained justified the exploration of all three levels.
We first examined the predictive effects of perceptions of task- and ego-involving coach and peer climate on antisocial (i.e., acceptance of cheating and gamesmanship) and prosocial (i.e., commitment toward sport participation and respect for conventions) attitudes in youth sport. For both cheating and gamesmanship their intra-individual associations with peer task climate were negative at the beginning of the study but became non-significant thereafter. In contrast, the intra-individual associations between perceptions of coach ego climate and the two antisocial attitudes were non-significant at the beginning but subsequently became significant (in a positive direction). Further, perceptions of peer ego climate were a positive independent predictor of intra-individual changes in gamesmanship across the whole duration of the study. These results suggest that the ego-involving climates created by coaches and peers can be instrumental in the formation of anti-social attitudes. This conclusion is corroborated by the findings at the inter-individual level. Specifically, those with higher average perceptions of peer and coach ego climate reported greater levels of gamesmanship and (as far as coach ego climate is concerned) cheating. These findings extend previous work by Lee et al. (2008) which shows that personal endorsement of ego criteria for success is associated with greater acceptance of antisocial attitudes. Finally, adolescents in teams with higher average perceptions of peer ego climate also reported higher levels of gamesmanship. Hence, the aggregated ego-involving peer atmosphere may contribute to the prediction of antisocial attitudes independently from perceptions of peer climate at the individual level. These team effects are particularly important as they give an insight into the general team atmosphere shared by all team members. Across the three levels of analysis, the results indicate that perceptions of ego-involving coach and peer climate are conducive to the fostering of antisocial attitudes in sport. Our findings make conceptual sense because, as Nicholls (1989) aptly put it, “when winning is everything, it is worth doing anything to win” (p. 133).

In terms of predicting pro-social attitudes, the salient role of a task-involving climate was evident in the results. At the intra-individual level, changes in perceptions of coach task-involving climate were positively associated with changes in commitment. At the inter-individual level, differences in adolescents’ average perceptions of coach and peer task-involving climate were associated with differences in commitment and (as far as coach task climate is concerned) respect for conventions. There were also small negative effects of ego-
involving peer climate perceptions at the within- and between-persons levels (on commitment and respect for conventions, respectively). As with anti-social attitudes, these intra- and inter-individual level relationships suggest that perceived peer and coach-created climates have independent relationships with adolescents’ pro-social attitudes and should be examined concurrently. In fact, the general pattern of findings indicates that the negative implications of an ego-involved climate are more evident when examining the predictive effects of peer climate.

At the team level, adolescents in teams with higher average scores on task-involving peer climate reported higher levels of respect for convention, although the effect weakened over time. Taken together, the findings for pro-social attitudes are in line with previous research and provide evidence (albeit correlational) for the importance of creating task-involving motivational structures that emphasize success through high effort and commitment to sport participation (Treasure & Roberts, 2001), and teach respect for the game (Gano-Overway, Guivernau, Magyar, Waldron, & Ewing, 2005). However, our findings extend this proposal by suggesting that these processes can be observed within and across individuals, as well as at the more general team climate level. In contrast, in an ego-involving climate athletes are less likely to show sportspersonship (Miller et al., 2003) as this may interfere with attempts to win and show superiority over others.

We also examined the predictive effects of perceptions of task- and ego-involving coach and peer climate on two indices of emotional/physical well-being, namely feelings of burnout and vitality. In terms of burnout, perceptions of peer task-involving climate negatively predicted burnout at all three levels of analysis. This implies that a peer group that promotes effort and mastery using self-referenced criteria may serve a protective function against feelings of exhaustion and a reduced sense of accomplishment. In contrast, adolescents’ time-varying and average perceptions of coach ego-involving climate were positive predictors (in the former case, the effect was significant at the middle and end of the study) of burnout. These findings replicate previous work that indicates that a motivational atmosphere that both overemphasizes the demonstration of superior ability and devalues the role of individual improvement and effort can be significantly related to perceptions of constant pressure and feelings of depletion of psychological and physical energy resources, even at a high competitive level (Lemyre et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2010). In contrast, as the
results for vitality indicate, perceptions of a task-involving peer and coach climate (at the between-person level) were associated with high levels of vitality. Similar findings have also been reported by Reinboth and Duda (2006), underscoring the importance of promoting task-involving structures for athletes to feel physically and mentally vigorous and alert while participating in their sport.

We also assessed the predictive effects of perceptions of task- and ego-involving coach and peer climate on two indices of behavioral investment in sport. The first one was athletes’ efforts in their sport, as rated by their coach. The analysis showed that there were no significant effects at the intra-individual level. This was possibly due to coaches being unable to accurately assess adolescents’ changing level of effort and relying more on their overall evaluations of effort instead. At the inter-individual level, athletes who reported average perceptions of high ego-involving peer climate had lower effort ratings. At the team level, adolescents in teams with high peer task-involving climate had higher effort ratings, but this relationship was significant only at the beginning of the study. Surprisingly, perceptions of coach ego-involving climate were positive predictors of coach-rated effort. It is plausible that coaches who emphasize normative-based success may not be able to accurately assess self-referenced criteria, such as high levels of effort. Overall, the results for effort are not as clear-cut as for the morality and emotional well-being variables. Unfortunately, we did not obtain any athlete self-reported ratings of effort to compare them with those provided by their coaches. Perhaps effort ratings per se are not the most suitable indicators of the quality of behavioral engagement, as it has been shown that effort could be the result of free choice but also the outcome of external contingencies (Ryan, Koestner, & Deci, 1991). Thus, it is important for future research to distinguish between intrinsically motivated effort and that resulting from internal or external controls and pressure.

We lastly looked at the intentions of the athletes at the end of the sport season (i.e., second measurement wave) to return to their club at the beginning of the following season (i.e., third measurement wave). As this research question was examined at one point in time, no intra-individual changes could have been modeled. At the inter-individual and inter-team levels perceptions of coach task-involving climate were positive predictors of future intentions. Further, perceptions of coach ego-involving climate at the between person level were negative predictors of such intentions. Future intentions was the only variable not
predicted by peer climate at any level of the analysis. The findings for coach climate are line with past research (e.g., Le Bars et al., 2009), and when viewed in combination with the lack of predictive effects from peer climate, they indicate the potentially important role of coaches for sustaining athlete involvement in sport via creating a motivationally conducive atmosphere.

**Conclusions, Limitations and Future Research Directions**

Taken together, the results indicate that perceptions of both coach and peer motivational climate in youth sport can predict variations in moral attitudes, emotional well-being and behavioral investment within-adolescents, between-adolescents and across teams. However, predictive effects differed as a function of measurement wave and outcome variable under investigation. Future work is needed to explore potential reasons for such variations. The limited longitudinal work on coach motivational climate has not addressed the question of why the predictive effects of this type of motivational environment might vary in strength over time. Work on peer motivational climate from an achievement goal perspective is still in its infancy and many research questions await to be explored (Ntoumanis, Vazou, & Duda, 2007), in particular as to the origins of peer motivational climate and how the coach climate might set the tone for peer interactions.

A limitation of our study was that the findings, although longitudinal, were correlational and no causal inferences can be drawn as to the relationships between motivational climates and indices of morality, psychological well-being and behavioral investment. However, our findings are in line with theoretical predictions regarding the causal impact of different motivational climates on these outcome variables (e.g., Ames, 1992; Duda & Ntoumanis, 2005; Meece et al., 2006). Further, our findings are line with experimental evidence stemming from manipulations of motivational climates in classroom, physical education and sport settings (e.g., Maehr & Midgley, 1991; Smith, Smoll, & Cumming, 2007; Wallhead & Ntoumanis, 2004).

Another limitation of this study was that perceptions of parental climate were not included in our analyses. There is evidence, albeit limited compared to the empirical database on coach motivational climate, that parental task- and ego-involving motivational climates can also be predictors of important outcomes in youth sport (White, 2007). Although we had initially included measures of paternal and maternal motivational climate
in our questionnaire pack, many of the clubs we approached objected to the administration of such measures as they felt that parents were being evaluated. Even though parental influence is important in youth sport, this is probably more the case in the US that has a more extensive out-of-school club structure than the UK. To the best of our knowledge, there is no comparative cross-cultural research on this issue. Incorporating perceptions of parental climate in future research would extend the scope of the present study. Given the practical constraints faced by our research, such an objective could be achieved by organizing information workshops for parents and coaches about motivational climate in youth sport, in addition to providing information sheets and consent forms. An additional shortcoming of our study was that it relied heavily on self-reports, with the exception of coach ratings of effort, and thus to some extent our findings are subject to potential influences of shared method variance (a common problem in the motivational climate literature). Future longitudinal research in this area will do well to obtain records of objective markers of well-being (e.g., cortisol levels), morality (e.g., number of times athletes have been disciplined by game officials), and behavior. Nevertheless, there is evidence to suggest that task-involving situations are associated with objective markers of behavioral persistence, more prosocial behaviors and less antisocial behaviors (e.g., Ntoumanis, 2005, Sage & Kavussanu, 2007), thus, it is unlikely that our findings can be solely attributed to shared method variance. In our study it was not possible to test the “intention-drop out” link in our study, as we could not ascertain whether the athletes who did not complete the last wave of assessments had dropped out from their club or did not complete the questionnaire pack for other reasons. This problem was due to a combination of reasons such as refusal from some clubs to provide this information or even to continue their involvement with our study, and the closure of other clubs due to financial reasons.

Despite the aforementioned limitations, this study makes a unique contribution to the literature by examining the concurrent predictive effects of peer and coach motivational climate on a variety of important variables in youth sport at three different levels of analysis over a 12-month period. Future research can build upon this study by incorporating measures of coach and peer climate as provided by coaches and peers (e.g., in the latter case young athletes can be asked whether they highlight ego- or task-involving criteria when they interact with fellow athletes) and examine variations between athletes’ perceptions and
coaches and peers’ reports of the motivational climate they create. Similar work in school physical education has identified large discrepancies in ratings of teacher climate, when student and teacher ratings of this type of climate were compared (Taylor & Ntoumanis, 2007). From an achievement goal perspective, it is how motivational climate is perceived (as opposed to what teachers themselves report they do) that primarily determines its consequences (Ames, 1992; Meece et al., 2006), however, this has yet to be empirically determined in youth sport with respect to coach and peer climate.
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Table 1

Means, Standard Deviations, and Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficients of all Study Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Time 0 $(n = 262)$</th>
<th></th>
<th>Time 1 $(n = 233)$</th>
<th></th>
<th>Time 2 $(n = 147)$</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer-created task climate</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer-created ego climate</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach-created task climate</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach-created ego climate</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect for conventions</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheating</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamesmanship</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnout</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach-rated effort</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. All variables were measured on 5-point scales with the exception of vitality and peer-created climate, which were measured on 7-point scales. Intentions were measured at one time point and coach-rated effort was assessed using one item.
Table 2
Regression Coefficients and Standard Errors of the Multilevel Models Exploring Perceptions of the Motivational Climate as Predictors of the Outcome Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome Variable</th>
<th>Cheating (β (SE))</th>
<th>Gamesmanship (β (SE))</th>
<th>Commitment (β (SE))</th>
<th>Conventions (β (SE))</th>
<th>Burnout (β(SE))</th>
<th>Vitality (β (SE))</th>
<th>Coach-rated effort (β (SE))</th>
<th>Intentions (β (SE))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intra-individual level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.02(.08)**</td>
<td>2.45(.08)**</td>
<td>4.29(.05)**</td>
<td>4.13(.06)**</td>
<td>2.02(.04)**</td>
<td>5.37(.07)**</td>
<td>3.69(.09)**</td>
<td>3.23(.06)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>.01(.05)</td>
<td>-.04(.06)</td>
<td>.02(.05)</td>
<td>.01(.04)</td>
<td>-.15(.05)**</td>
<td>-.08(.05)</td>
<td>-.21(.08)**</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC task climate</td>
<td>-.23(.10)*</td>
<td>-.19(.09)*</td>
<td>.06(.08)</td>
<td>.02(.08)</td>
<td>-.14(.07)*</td>
<td>.13(.12)</td>
<td>-.04(.12)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC ego climate</td>
<td>.11(.08)</td>
<td>.22(.08)**</td>
<td>-.14(.06)*</td>
<td>.06(.07)</td>
<td>.10(.06)</td>
<td>.05(.10)</td>
<td>.02(.10)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC task climate</td>
<td>.06(.09)</td>
<td>.00(.09)</td>
<td>.23(.07)**</td>
<td>.14(.08)</td>
<td>-.03(.07)</td>
<td>.20(.11)</td>
<td>.06(.13)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC ego climate</td>
<td>.01(.10)</td>
<td>-.05(.10)</td>
<td>.03(.08)</td>
<td>-.05(.08)</td>
<td>-.09(.07)</td>
<td>.17(.11)</td>
<td>-.08(.13)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC task climate × time</td>
<td>.19(.09)*</td>
<td>.18(.09)*</td>
<td>.09(.07)</td>
<td>.10(.08)</td>
<td>.07(.06)</td>
<td>.08(.11)</td>
<td>-.02(.12)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC ego climate × time</td>
<td>-.11(.08)</td>
<td>-.12(.08)</td>
<td>.04(.06)</td>
<td>-.04(.07)</td>
<td>.01(.05)</td>
<td>-.06(.09)</td>
<td>.00(.11)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC task climate × time</td>
<td>-.07(.09)</td>
<td>.03(.08)</td>
<td>-.01(.06)</td>
<td>-.03(.07)</td>
<td>.00(.06)</td>
<td>.02(.10)</td>
<td>-.08(.13)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inter-individual level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC task climate</td>
<td>-.12(.07)</td>
<td>-.05(.08)</td>
<td>.12(.05)*</td>
<td>.11(.06)</td>
<td>-.14(.06)*</td>
<td>.42(.09)**</td>
<td>.11(.07)</td>
<td>.07(.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC ego climate</td>
<td>.12(.07)</td>
<td>.21(.08)**</td>
<td>-.04(.05)</td>
<td>-.15(.06)*</td>
<td>.11(.06)</td>
<td>-.17(.09)</td>
<td>-.21(.08)**</td>
<td>-.07(.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC task climate</td>
<td>.05(.08)</td>
<td>.02(.08)</td>
<td>.21(.06)**</td>
<td>.19(.07)**</td>
<td>-.01(.06)</td>
<td>.28(.10)**</td>
<td>-.07(.09)</td>
<td>.17(.08)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC ego climate</td>
<td>.22(.08)**</td>
<td>.24(.08)**</td>
<td>-.00(.06)</td>
<td>.02(.07)</td>
<td>.26(.07)**</td>
<td>.20(.10)*</td>
<td>.08(.08)</td>
<td>-.26(.07)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC task climate × time</td>
<td>.07(.07)</td>
<td>-.00(.06)</td>
<td>-.01(.06)</td>
<td>.05(.06)</td>
<td>.03(.05)</td>
<td>-.07(.09)</td>
<td>-.09(.10)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC ego climate × time</td>
<td>-.02(.06)</td>
<td>-.09(.06)</td>
<td>.02(.05)</td>
<td>.08(.05)</td>
<td>-.07(.05)</td>
<td>-.03(.08)</td>
<td>.06(.09)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC task climate × time</td>
<td>-.01(.07)</td>
<td>.01(.06)</td>
<td>-.04(.05)</td>
<td>-.04(.06)</td>
<td>-.05(.05)</td>
<td>-.08(.09)</td>
<td>.01(.11)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC ego climate × time</td>
<td>.09(.07)</td>
<td>-.01(.06)</td>
<td>-.06(.05)</td>
<td>.02(.06)</td>
<td>.04(.05)</td>
<td>-.09(.09)</td>
<td>-.11(.10)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inter-team level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC task climate</td>
<td>-.11(.35)</td>
<td>.39(.33)</td>
<td>-.02(.22)</td>
<td>.92(.24)**</td>
<td>-.48(.18)**</td>
<td>.32(.30)</td>
<td>.78(.33)*</td>
<td>.12(.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC ego climate</td>
<td>.18(.23)</td>
<td>.72(.22)**</td>
<td>-.15(.15)</td>
<td>.32(.16)*</td>
<td>.09(.13)</td>
<td>-.06(.20)</td>
<td>-.25(.26)</td>
<td>-.06(.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC task climate</td>
<td>-.43(.32)</td>
<td>-.28(.31)</td>
<td>.36(.21)</td>
<td>-.13(.22)</td>
<td>-.05(.18)</td>
<td>-.12(.28)</td>
<td>.46(.36)</td>
<td>.21(.09)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC ego climate</td>
<td>.21(.21)</td>
<td>.18(.20)</td>
<td>.20(.13)</td>
<td>-.15(.15)</td>
<td>-.01(.11)</td>
<td>-.07(.18)</td>
<td>.72(.22)*</td>
<td>-.11(.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC task climate × time</td>
<td>-.09(.23)</td>
<td>-.13(.28)</td>
<td>.12(.23)</td>
<td>-.40(.19)*</td>
<td>-.09(.24)</td>
<td>-.39(.22)</td>
<td>-.74(.30)*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC ego climate × time</td>
<td>CC task climate × time</td>
<td>CC ego climate × time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.16(.16)</td>
<td>.10(.20)</td>
<td>.16(.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.18(.13)</td>
<td>.22(.16)</td>
<td>.14(.16)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.35(.25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.16(.25)</td>
<td>-.24(.30)</td>
<td>-.13(.22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.32(.19)</td>
<td>-.22(.25)</td>
<td>.41(.24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.12(.49)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.19(.14)</td>
<td>-.22(.17)</td>
<td>-.16(.14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.10(.12)</td>
<td>-.17(.15)</td>
<td>.04(.14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.58(.39)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* PC = peer-created, CC = coach-created, * = p < .05, ** = p < .01.